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This has incredible white pepper and slate aromas and flavors with dried fruits such as lemons, limes and papaya. Full-bodied, dry and very intense. It goes on for minutes. – J.S.

Very clear and intensely aromatic...fresh and nobly perfumed... where lime and orange oil flavors are displayed. Full, rich and intensely fruity but also piquant and very mineral... very long and stimulating due to its lovely acidity... Remarkably delicate, with a great aging potential. – S.R.

Apple, poached pear, lemongrass, spices and vanilla bean on the enticing nose. Rich and ripe in the mouth, but with lively acidity giving shape and lift to the deep flavors of spicy stone fruit. The long finish throws off notes of peppery spices and vanilla. – I.D.

Scents of ginger and toast, orange and lavender. Its gentle texture is dynamic, managing to feel relaxed while a current of tension drives the flavors underneath. Flavors range from fresh thyme to dried cherry skins, ready to elevate boudin blanc or roast veal, or savory onion tart. – T.T.